Innovative High Performance Architectural Quality
The Architura 1400 LED fixture by Orgatech is the best solution for your wall wash lighting needs, delivering bright, even, diffused light. Featuring a powder coated anodized aluminum housing and a polycarbonate lens, the Architura’s low profile design and wide range of mounting options makes it suitable for applications such as illuminating large facades, eaves, canopies, arcades, signage, and more. Multiple fixture sizes are available and can be wired individually or interconnected in a row. Our unique, contractor friendly, simplified row mounting with the patented push fit, tool-less interconnecting hub allow easy access for wire through power and makes installation a breeze. The Hub brackets allow each interconnected fixture to be rotated independently, while still maintaining the weatherproof seal. Color temperature, driver, voltage, optics, mounting options and finish are all selectable to customize the fixture to your specific application.

Architura 1400 Series Features:
- Interior or Exterior applications
- Individual fixture lengths of 2 ft, 3 ft, 4 ft, 6 ft and 8 ft and can be interconnected
- Anodized and powder coated aluminum body
- Silver, Bronze, Black, White, or custom finish
- Durable polycarbonate lens
- Stainless hardware
- Custom brackets available
- Color temperature options 2700k, 3000k, 3500k, 4000k, and 5000k
- Wall, ceiling, or ground post mounting
- Asymmetric, flood, or grazing
- Wet location –IP67
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v), 120v, 277v, 347v
- 5 year, >50,000 hour warranty.

Mounting Options and Accessories:
- Sliding Bracket for surface, recessed, or wall mounting
- Extended arm (4” to 36”) for swivel mount
- Swivel Mount
- Permapost for easy at grade installation
- Row mounting hub connections
- Locking bracket to connect fixtures
- Hub Bracket
- External Louver
- Glare Shield
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Omegalux 1200 LED or Long life T5 Fluorescent

The Orgatech Omegalux 1200 low profile fixture is a high performance outdoor luminaire designed for flood or wall washing, capable of producing up to 1200 lm/ft with narrow or flood optics. The Omegalux 1200 comes in various lengths, can be adapted to meet almost any application and fixtures can be spaced or interconnected. The Eco-friendly Omegalux 1200 is well constructed with anodized and powder coated aluminum extruded housing and is great at dissipating radiant heat to protect the life of the drivers. The cast endcaps feature a 1/2” NPT KO to allow for easy fixture connection. There is a durable slide in polycarbonate lens, unbreakable 100ft/lb torque wire through cast swivels and cantilever arms of rectangular aluminum tubing with all stainless hardware. Color temperature, driver, voltage, optics, mounting options and finish are all selectable to customize the fixture to your specific application.

Omegalux 1200 Series Features:  
- Exterior application  
- Extruded Aluminum Body  
- Silver, Bronze, Black, White or custom finish  
- Durable Polycarbonate lens  
- Stainless hardware  
- Color temperature options – 2700k, 3000k, 3500k, 4000k, and 5000  
- Wall, ceiling or ground post mounting  
- Asymmetric, or flood with adjustable aiming  
- Wet location – IP65  
- 5 year, >50,000 hour warranty  
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v)  

Mounting Options and Accessories:  
- Arms, swivels and brackets for horizontal and vertical mounting  
- Permapost for easy at grade installation  
- Hinged brackets for ledge mounting  
- Glare Shield  
- Louvers

Omegalux RGB Extreme

The Omegalux RGB Extreme is designed for finest color tuning control using DMX signals and capable of throwing saturated color up to 40 Ft. We manufacture the Omegalux RGB to the highest standards with extruded aluminum housing and top quality connectors and mounting hardware. They are designed for easy installation and blend colors according to the desired light effect with an accuracy which rivals RGBW, but with much simpler control. LEDs and the specially designed integral drivers remain ultra cool in all applications.

Omegalux RGB Extreme Features:  
- Interior or Exterior applications  
- Extruded aluminum body  
- Silver finish or Black  
- Optical glass lens  
- Lensed RGB LEDs  
- Swivel mounting bracket  
- Optics – 15, 30, 45, or 120 degree  
- Wet location – IP66  
- Voltage – 120v-277v  
- 10", 19" and 35” lengths  
- 5 year warranty, 50,000 hours
Ziro 1500 Series

The Orgatech Ziro 1500 Series is a perfect solution for an interior or exterior high performance fixture requiring very powerful indirect illumination. Using the most energy efficient LED arrays with miniature precision reflectors they achieve exceptional uniformity for glare free illumination of grand spaces, signage and more. The aluminum body is equipped with a heavy duty swivel or stylish perforated yoke. Ziro 1500 Series is available in multiple sizes and custom wall brackets can be made to match architectural details. LED Color temperature, wattage, driver, mounting options and finish are all selectable to customize the fixture to your specific application.

**Ziro 1500 Series Features:**
- Interior or Exterior applications
- Extruded aluminum with solid aluminum end caps
- Custom mounting available
- Stainlesss hardware
- Unique precision reflectors provide even glare free distribution
- Polyester powder coat paint
- Silver, Bronze, Black, White or custom
- Color temperature options 2700k, 3000k, 3500k, 4000k, and 5000k
- Dry or wet location rated – up to IP65
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v), 120v, 277v, 347v
- 5 year warranty, >50,000 hours

Butterfly 3600 Series

The Orgatech Butterfly 3600 is a high-performance fixture that produces powerful indirect lighting suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications. They are available in various sizes and can be individually wall mounted or combined into a single, double triple or quad pendant and suspended. Double aircraft wires with stainless marine fittings support the 24” wide cantilevered luminaires. LED Color temperature, wattage, driver, mounting options and finish are all selectable to customize the fixture to your specific application. Also available with perforated illuminated housing.

**Butterfly 3600 Series Features:**
- Interior or Exterior applications
- Formed aluminum
- Polyester powder coat paint
- Silver, Bronze, Black, White or custom colors available
- Tempered glass or polycarbonate lens options
- Color temperature options 2700k, 3000k, 3500k, 4000k, and 5000k
- Forward throw optics with backlighting
- Dry or wet location rated – up to IP65
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v), 120v, 277v, 347v
- 5 year warranty, >50,000 hours
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The Orgatech Omegalume 5000 is a contemporary fixture providing high performance with a low profile. The Omegalume 5000 is designed for even wall washing of large surfaces, producing a high level of brightness or long throw on interior facades, or signs. Fixtures are 3” wide and available in various lengths up to 8ft which can be mounted individually or interconnected. They may be wall mounted or suspended. Brackets can be installed at rough-in allowing the fixture to be attached and connected to power later. Color temperature, wattage, mounting options and finish are all selectable to customize the fixture to your specific application.

**Omegalume 5000 Series Features:**

- Interior applications
- Fixture lengths of 2ft, 3ft, 4ft, and 8ft
- Extruded aluminum body with adjustable aiming
- Polyester powder coat paint
- Silver, Bronze, Black, White or custom colors available
- Color temperatures – 2700k, 3000k, 3500k, 4000k, and 5000k
- Asymmetric wall wash distribution
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v)
- 5 year warranty, >50,000 hours.

---

The Orgatech Omegalume 4000 combines a new level of line voltage high performance with a low profile. Only 1” high Omegalume 4000 uses the most advanced electronic control technology available, running tens of degrees lower than comparable output fixtures these IP66 luminaires can be discretely installed with minimal support in any exterior or interior application where powerful glare free indirect lighting is desirable. Omegalume 4000 is manufactured to the highest standards and is available as a stand wallwash model or with various optics, which add 3/8” to the fixture height. RGB DMX controlled models are also available on request.

**Omegalume 4000 Series Features:**

- Interior or Exterior applications
- Fixture lengths of 19in, 28in, 37in and 46in
- Extruded aluminum body
- Silver finish
- Color temperature options 2700k, 3000k, and 3500k
- Optics view angles of 15, 30, 45 and 120 degrees.
- Adjustable aiming
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v)
- Wet location – IP66
- 5 year warranty, >50,000 hours

**Mounting Options and Accessories:**

- Adjustable brackets
- Fixtures can be ordered for interconnection in continuous rows
- Glare Shield
The Vaniled Indoor Light Bar is a linear indoor fixture designed for vanity bathroom lighting, kitchens, closets, and more. The Vaniled is available in various lengths and fixtures may be connected for a seamless look. There is an extruded aluminum housing and diffused acrylic lens to ensure no visible LED’s. They can be suspended, surface and wall mountable and come in an anodized aluminum silver finish. Remote driver mounting is required on this fixture.

Streamline 7100, 7200, and 8000 Series

The Streamline Series fixture is an interior linear 2 ¾” wide fixture designed to produce direct and indirect lighting in a stylish package. Designed to be pendant mounted, surface mounted or recessed. Available in 3’, 4’ and 8’ lengths. Two smaller sizes 1” and 1 ¾” can be suspended with adjustable cordless Low Voltage cable suspension and remote 24v power to create a free floating look. Color temperature, wattage, voltage, driver, optics, mounting options and finish are all selectable to customize the fixture to your specific application.

Streamline 7100, 7200 and 8000 Series Features:
- Interior fixture
- Extruded aluminum body
- CRI 90
- Silver, Bronze, Black, White, or custom colors available
- Diffusing acrylic lens
- Color temperature options – 2700k, 3000k, 3500k, and 4000k
- Mounting – Direct, cable or recessed
- Symmetric distribution
- Damp location rated
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v - 2 ¾”) (1” & 1 ¾” - 24v)
- 5 year warranty, >50,000 hours
- 0-10v dimming option.

VaniLED

VaniLED Features:
- Interior fixture
- Anodized aluminum silver body
- Diffused acrylic lens
- 5w/ft (309lm/ft), 7.5w/ft(435 lm/ft)
- Color temperature options – 2700k, 3000k, and 4000k
- Surface mounted
- 2ft, 3ft and 4ft lengths
- 24v remote driver
- 90 CRI
- Damp location rated
- 5 year warranty, >50,000 hours

Streamline 7100, 7200, and 8000 Series

Mounting Options and Accessories:
- Adjustable cable suspension w/ cordless low voltage option
- Direct mount to T-bar or structure
- Recessed
- Custom brackets available
- Internal hexal louvers available
- ETI to UL 1598, CSA
The Lightguide collection is a high quality, low profile suspended luminaire collection with special light guiding acrylic panels. The clean lines combined with the transparency of the panels present an innovative 3-dimensional dynamic. Each 4’ fixture has superior photometric distribution, creating a daylight-like experience from artificial light. These visually captivating, 3/8” thick lightguiding acrylic panels, control and deflect sideways entering light downwards, from an almost invisible light source, while the upward light creates a luminous ceiling, which can be seen through the panels. Fixtures may be used individually, unconnected or in connected rows.

Lightguide LED 3100, 3400, 3500 Series Features:
- Cast aluminum endcaps, aluminum trim and steel body
- Polyester powder coat finish
- Silver, white or custom colors available
- Acrylic lens
- 40w(4944lm), 60w(6960lm)
- Color temperature – 3000k, 3500k
- Fixtures may be interconnected or suspended
- Universal Voltage (120v-277v)
- Non-dimming or 0-10v/1-100% dimming
- 5 year warranty / 50,000 hours

AC LED-strip 220 and AC LED-strip 450

The Orgatech AC LED Strip 220 and 450 feature 120v AC LED driverless plug and play technology and a high CRI of 90, which operates directly on line voltage in extremely long runs up to 150 feet for spec grade waterproof indoor or outdoor lighting. The sealed PVC co-extrusion is UV and chemical resistant. The AC LED Strip is .6”w x .25”h and can be applied in a channel or with snap in mounting clips. Choose from runs of 1-150ft which can be specified with factory supplied connections. These are perfect for applications such as cove, cabinet and soffit lighting, building facades, path and contour marking, perimeter lighting and signage.

AC LED Strip Features:
- Roll size 150 feet – Factory cuttable every 12”
- No Driver – Plug and play
- Color temperature – 3000k, 4000k, and 5000k
- 2.3w/ft, 220lm/ft
- 4.5w/ft, 450lm/ft
- 120v
- 90CRI
- No UV/IR radiation
- 5 year warranty / >50,000 hours